EMILE-JACQUES RUHLMANN (1879-1933), circa 1925
Burr amboyna “Collectionneur” sideboard with a marble top; the keyed center doors featuring a
gilt-bronze plaque depicting a stylized woman’s face and hands and two birds; the interior in oak
with one shelf; one smaller door on either side, each with a gilt-bronze key plaque, with oak
interior and three adjustable shelves; the base featuring three small drawers with fluted, gilt-bronze handles, the center drawer with a gilt-bronze keyhole.

Reference number 2074AR-2129NR

Branded “Ruhlmann” and “A”

Measurements
Height: 41 ½ in (105.4 cm)
Width: 79 ½ in (201.9 cm)
Depth: 24 ¾ in (62.9 cm)

Documentation
and 160 (similar model illustrated).
Florence Camard, Jacques Emile Ruhlmann, New York: Rizzoli, 2011, pp. 176-177 (similar
model illustrated).
Musée des Années 30 Boulogne-Billancourt, Ruhlmann: Un Génie de l’Art Décó, Italy: Grafedit,
2001, p. 137 (similar model illustrated).
65 (similar model illustrated).